
Every week is a busy one at St Martin’s Garden Primary School, so we thought we’d 

take the opportunity to share with you some of the exciting things which have been   

going on inside and outside of the classroom in each class.  

Plum Class (Reception)  

This week we have finished our learning about ‘The Little Red Hen’ - please ask your child to 

use the story map to tell you the story in their own words. We have been busily rehearsing for 

the nativity ‘The Angel Express’ and getting ourselves into character by wearing a sheep or a 

shepherds costume. We have also explored all things Christmas by decorating our own tree, 

as well as the tree in the school entrance. We enjoyed Christmas dress up day while we   

decorated the classroom to make it festive and made a crown to wear to our Christmas 

meal. We have learnt some familiar Christmas songs and the story of the first Christmas.  

Olive Class (Year 1)                          
This week Olive have been busy        

practising their nativity performance.                                         

We started the week making            

decorations in forest school.                 

In Maths, we have been comparing 

and ordering numbers.                           

In English, we have been planning and 

beginning to write our own story based 

on Floella Benjamin journey to Britain.                                     

In Art, we explored how to blend      

pastels and produced self portraits.             

In our Learning Enquiry we learnt about 

The Queen. The children were able to 

recall a lot about who she was, writing 

and drawing amazing facts.  

Lime Class (Year 2)  
What a busy week of learning Lime Class!  

In English, we started writing our own sequel 

to ‘Traction Man meets TurboDog’ by Mini 

Grey. The children loved creating their own 

comic book strip. In Maths, we concluded 

our work on money—make sure you keep 

practising at home! In Science, we started 

to consider which habitats animals live in.  

We concluded the recording of our        

Nativity. The children have worked            

incredibly hard on our production and we 

can’t wait for you to see it! In our Learning 

Enquiry lesson, we learnt some key facts 

about the Queen. We then wrote a letter 

to her which we will send in the post. Keep 

up the good work Lime Class! 

Bronze Class  
This week Bronze class have been           

immersed in Christmas activities! We have 

watched animated versions of the      

Christmas story and named the key        

people.  We have been working hard on 

our Christmas performance and learning 

lots of Christmas songs whilst adding  

sound effects.  Bronze class have been 

busy Christmas crafting, using dough to 

make decorations and potato printing 

Christmas scenes.  We have continued to 

use numicon to develop our concept of 

numbers to 10 and have focussed on  

finding smaller and bigger numicon 

shapes.   
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Silver Class  This week Silver Class have 

been continuing to enjoy the story of 

the  Gingerbread Man. We have been     

doing lots of Gingerbread Man related 

Maths, including measuring out              

ingredients to make our own              

gingerbread. In English we have been 

ordering the animals from the story and 

writing sentences. We have been         

working hard to practise our lines for the 

Christmas performance and learn our 

reindeer dance! We have also used 

handprints to create our own reindeer 

artwork.  



Elm Class (Year 3)  
We have had a busy week in Elm Tree 

class filming our Nativity, what great 

acting and beautiful singing! In art, we 

have been doing our final portrait 

sketches of Bob Marley and Floella  

Benjamin. In English, we have been 

studying the story ‘Coming to England’ 

by Floella Benjamin, retelling in our own 

words and writing diary entries.              

In maths, we have been practicing our 

4 times table and using multiplication 

and division facts! We had great fun 

designing and creating Christmas hats 

for our lovely Christmas dinner this week 

too! 

Aspen Class (Year 5)  This week Aspen Class have produced some brilliant work. In 

maths lessons, the class have showed a good understanding when finding the difference 

between both negative and positive numbers. There was also real progression when using 

the formal written method of multiplication (column multiplication) to multiply 3-digit and 2-

digit numbers. In English lessons, the class have  begun to understand how to recognise 

subordinating and coordinating conjunctions; an area which can be quite tricky. We have 

also produced some incredible reindeer inspired Christmas hats. Well done Aspen Class. 

Gold Class  
Gold Class have been excellent when filming the Christmas play this week! In Enquiry, we 

started writing our stories pretending we are travelling to the UK on the Windrush. We filmed 

our song for the play in Music. In Maths, we have looked at adding and problem solving, 

the 5 times table, and rounding to the nearest 1000. In art, we revisited at our amazing 

drawings from last week that were inspired by Caribbean artists, evaluated them then      

began a final version. In science we tested whether different materials are waterproof.       

Well done gold class! 

Acer Class (Year 4) 
Acer Class have had another busy week as 

we near the end of the term. I know how hard 

they have all worked well - only another week 

to go until a deserved rest! This week has seen 

us spot patterns and themes in the 3, 6 , 7 and 

9-times tables. We learnt new strategies to 

solve them quickly and accurately. In English 

we have begun to build towards writing a   

letter as if we were a child aboard Windrush 

writing home to a relative. We made        

Christmas pudding hats in preparation for 

Wednesday's delicious lunch too.                   

Of course, we also continued with our art and 

researched our significant individual's heritage 

and the flags to which represent them.   

Willow Class (Year 6) This week in Willow Class we have been looking at Judaism.            

We have found out about their beliefs and traditions including the festival of Hanukkah.           

In Maths we have revisited fractions and are now feeling much more confident in applying our 

knowledge. Christmas lunch on Wednesday was amazing and we enjoyed wearing our festive 

hats. We have discussed the Windrush scandal that occurred in Britain because all children 

needed a passport from 1998 onwards, many of the Windrush generation children did not 

have one of these. We had a great end to the week by participating in our end of Learning 

Enquiry on-line Quiz.    

A positive difference, everyday, everyone                                                          

Platinum Class    It’s been a productive week in Platinum and we are proud to say the 

Christmas Play is ‘in the can’ - and the classroom no longer looks like a Winter Wonderland!   

Well done to everyone for their Diamond, Topaz, Sapphire and Emerald Powers to get it 

done!   We have continued to work hard in Maths and in Science we did an interesting   

investigation into how food digests in our stomachs.  We have also started some Christmas 

Craft activities and are looking forward to the Empire Windrush Learning Enquiry Quiz on 

Friday afternoon.  Well done Platinum!  


